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Columnar Cashbook Versus Ledger
By Dickson H. Leavens
The use of a cashbook or voucher record with classified columns
to which items can be extended is convenient in handling the
expense accounts of individual persons and institutions, and to
some extent in commercial accounts. However, probably on the
principle that you can’t have too much of a good thing, this
method has sometimes been extended to twenty or thirty columns.
This results in large and unwieldy books and in a great deal of
totaling of classified columns; it certainly is wasteful of paper
and may actually increase labor.
It would seem that there is some point at which classified
columns cease to be helpful and become more bother than they
are worth, and where it would be preferable to get the classified
results by ordinary ledger posting. This paper is an attempt to
find the maximum number of columns for which the columnar
method is advisable. The problem will be studied especially on
the basis of space and labor. The importance of minimizing the
latter is obvious in a country where the cost of clerical help is
high. As regards space, this is not merely a matter of the cost of
paper, but also involves the awkward size of books and the stor
age space needed, which is a consideration in city offices where
rents are high. The matters of accuracy and convenience of
results will also be considered.
SPACE

In order to make things concrete, certain sizes for books will
be assumed. The results would probably not differ greatly if
the sizes were changed. Let it be assumed that in either case
the cashbook has a 14-inch page, which, allowing 1½ inches for
heading, will have 50 lines spaced ¼ inch. For the columnar
cashbook, allow 8½ inches width for date, explanation and the
cash column, and an additional 1¼ inch for each classified column.
For the ordinary cashbook the page will be 8½ inches wide.
For the ledger, allow an 11-inch page, with 2½ inches for heading
and waste, leaving space for 34 lines; width, 8½ inches.
On the basis of 1,000 entries, 20 pages will be needed in either
cashbook and 30 pages in the ledger. No allowance is made for
unfilled ledger pages, as it is expected that the ledger will be kept
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continuously, and that even if a page is not completely filled in
one year, it will be eventually.
We then have the following formulae for the number of square
inches of space (based on one side only) needed, letting A be the
number of classified columns or ledger accounts:
In columnar cashbook:
20 pages X 14 in. X (8½ + 1¼A) in.= 2,380+350+ sq. in.

In ordinary cashbook and ledger:
20 pages X 14 in. X 8½ in.= 2,380
30 pages X 11 in. X 8½ in.= 2,805
5,185 sq. in.

Thus, each requires a fundamental 2,380 square inches in the
cashbook, while 350A square inches in the columnar book are
needed for what would go into 2,805 square inches in the ledger.
If A=8 or less, then 350A=2,800 or less, and the columnar
system uses less space than the ledger; but for values of A greater
than eight, 350A is greater than 2,805. The following table gives
the results for certain values of A :
Ratio of space in
Space for Total space classified cashbook
to that in ordinary
classified
classified
columns
cashbook cashbook and ledger
2,380+350A
2,380+350+
350A
5,185

No. of accounts

A
5.................................
8.................................
10.................................
15.................................
20.................................
25.................................
30.................................

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

1,750
2,800
3,500
5,250
7,000
8,750
10,500

4,130
5,180
5,880
7,630
9,380
11,130
12,880

80%
100%
113%
147%
181%
215%
248%

Therefore, considerations of space alone indicate that the
columnar cashbook is economical for eight or less accounts, but
that from that point on about seven per cent. additional space
is needed for each new account added.
LABOR

The measurement of the labor involved could best be made by
elaborate time studies of actual operations. However, an in
dication sufficiently reliable for present purposes can be obtained
by listing the various operations and balancing them against each
other as well as possible.
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Columnar cashbook

Cashbook and ledger

Operations identical for both
Entering date, explanation and
figures in original cash column
Totaling original cash column
Operations which balance each other
Entering figures in classified columns
Posting figures to ledger
Totaling classified columns (exclu
Totaling ledger accounts
sive of writing in page totals)
Bringing classified-column totals into
Taking trial balance of ledger
a summary at end of month to
check accuracy
Unbalanced operations
Turning pages 20A times in totaling
classified columns
Writing totals of classified columns
at top and bottom of each page,
40A times
Finding ledger page 1,000 times
Posting date to ledger
Posting explanation to ledger
Posting cashbook page to ledger
Posting ledger page to cashbook

Considering the unbalanced operations, the columnar cash
book seems to come out slightly ahead. The entering of the
page totals of the classified columns may in many cases be dis
pensed with if an adding machine is used, thus leaving only the
turning of the pages 20.4 times. But it may be remarked that
if A = 30, this means 600 times, turning big pages, and is com
parable with the finding of ledger pages 1,000 times, which in
practice will be reduced somewhat by the posting of two or three
items at once to the same account. The ledger work thus seems
to be greater by entering date, explanation (in case that is needed)
and cashbook page in the ledger, and ledger page in the cashbook.
However, this may be offset by the difficulty of handling large
books and of seeing clearly over the wide pages without moving
head and body.
ACCURACY

It is probable that errors such as entering wrong amounts or
entering in wrong columns or ledger accounts would be about
equally frequent in the two methods. It is probable that the
chance of error increases with the number of columns in the classi
fied method but is not much affected by the number of accounts
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in the ledger method. In totaling the classified columns, if an
adding machine is not used and the totals have to be carried for
ward from page to page by hand, there is certainly more chance
of error than in the ledger. On the whole, the columnar cash
book does not appear superior to the ledger in accuracy.
CONVENIENCE OF RESULTS

The classified columns, when the number of items and the
number of accounts are small, have the great advantage of show
ing detailed results in a compact form, sometimes on a single page
each month. But when there is page after page of items, it is
difficult to trace the details that go to make up any total. In
cases where it is desired to give monthly detailed reports of the
various accounts to the executives concerned, the columnar
method necessitates tedious copying and turning over many
pages. The ledger method provides the items in compact form
for copying; or, better, a carbon statement can be made simul
taneously with the posting, whether by machine or by hand.
Also, the ledger gives in one place the details of an account over
a period of years, which is often useful in making budgets and
estimates, or looking up past matters which would require long
search through the pages of a classified book. Again, since there
is no restriction on the number of accounts in the ledger method,
the account classification can be readily altered or expanded at
any time when it is desired to have the books show classification
in more or different detail; the columnar system is more rigid.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As regards space, classified columns are more economical than
ledger for eight or less accounts, but after that the space in
creases about seven per cent. for each additional account. The
classified columns are apparently slightly more economical of
labor, but this advantage probably decreases as the number of
accounts increases. In accuracy there does not appear to be any
great difference. In convenience of results, the columnar book
is good for small numbers of items and accounts, but for large
volume of transactions the ledger method is more effective.
It therefore seems that it is not desirable to use classified
columns for more than eight or ten accounts without carefully
considering whether they will be advantageous or otherwise in
the particular case concerned.
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